Beach Volleyball Training Barcelona (Castelldefels)

A unique environment for sports and exploring Barcelona
With its sandy 17 km long beach and its Mediterranean weather, Castelldefels is a special place and
ideal for playing Beach Volley throughout the year.
You can also enjoy the cultural, gastronomic and festive aspects of Barcelona, located only few
kilometers away north from Castelldefels.

Beach Volleyball program
Supervised by beach volley professionals, this course daily combines
technical and tactical content to full fill your needs. Depending on
your level and your wishes, our trainers will offer you personalized
sessions with video analysis and optimal training conditions with 1
coach for max 6 players per court, all to help you to progress faster!

Open to local and foreign players, the training sessions will be in English, Spanish, German and
French. Depending on your trip dates, you will have the possibility to participate in local tournaments
suitable to your level.
Let us know about your avaibility
and we will let you which program we can offer you
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More activities
We offer you a wide range of sporting and cultural activities to
complement your day with: language courses, visits of Barcelona, Sitges,
Montserrat... water sports (wakeboarding, kitesurfing, windsurfing), but
also the possibility to play tennis, golf, bike, rollerblading, the nightlife...

Our selection of accommodation for your stay in sports Castelldefels (Barcelona)

3-star hotel located 100m from the beach
Located in the heart of the animation of Castelldefels, this hotel counts 103
double and triple rooms with balcony,4 suites, meeting rooms, laundry service,
outdoor pool, garden ,free parking ...

Apart-hotel facing the sea
With direct access to the beach, while also being in the heart of tourist activities
in Castelldefels, this hotel offers apartments of 30m2 with one double bedroom
and place for up to 4 people

Host families
Selected with a lot of requirements, families take pleasure to make you live their
culture. Whatever your age, enjoy a typical Spanish family life through a friendly
and enriching stay with comfortable single room, many houses have a pool and
are located near the sea.

Do not hesitate to contact us for more information!
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